An eye-tracking and questionnaire study of how facial pigmentation spot are perceived by laypeople

Um estudo de rastreamento do olhar e questionário sobre como manchas de pigmentação facial são percebidas por leigos

Un estudio de seguimiento ocular y cuestionario sobre cómo las manchas de pigmentación facial son percibidas por los legos

Abstract
Facial skin pigmentation is one of the most prominent visible features in everyday interactions and often influences the perception of beauty. There is currently no evidence on how facial pigmentation spots can influence aesthetic perception. The objective was to evaluate the perception of aesthetics and the attractiveness of smiling photos with the presence of facial pigmentation spots in different locations on the face. Four images of the smiling face were used in the frontal pattern, standardized and modified with the help of Photoshop®: no pigmentation spots, spots below the right perioral region, above the upper left perioral region, and in both the lower right region and upper left region of the face. The Eye-tribe hardware and Ogama software were used for eye-tracking, and a questionnaire with two questions — “Judging aesthetic aspects, do you consider this person attractive and beautiful?” and “What stood out the most about this image?” were applied to laypeople observers with a word cloud typed on the Mentimeter. The dot maps showed that in all pigmentation spots positions, the right eye and the smile in the area of the central incisors attracted the most attention of laypeople. The smile was the most cited, with emphasis on the words ‘eyes’ and ‘teeth’ in Mentimeter. Facial pigmentation spots in different locations did not interfere with aesthetic perception. The face without the presence of nevi was considered the most attractive, and the smile, teeth, and eyes were the structures that most caught the attention of the laypeople.
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facial podem influenciar a percepção estética. O objetivo foi avaliar a percepção estética e a atratividade de fotos sorridentes com a presença de manchas de pigmentação facial em diferentes localizações no rosto. Quatro imagens do rosto sorridente foram usadas no padrão frontal, padronizadas e modificadas com a ajuda do Photoshop®: sem manchas de pigmentação, manchas abaixo da região perioral direita, acima da região perioral superior esquerda e em ambas as regiões inferior direita e superior esquerda do rosto. O hardware Eye-tribe e o software Ogama foram usados para rastreamento ocular, e um questionário com duas perguntas — “Julgando aspectos estéticos, você considera esta pessoa atraente e bonita?” e “O que mais chamou sua atenção nesta imagem?” — foram aplicados a observadores leigos com uma nuvem de palavras digitada no Mentimeter. Os mapas de pontos mostraram que, em todas as posições das manchas de pigmentação, o olho direito e o sorriso na área dos incisivos centrais atrairam mais a atenção dos leigos. O sorriso foi o mais citado, com ênfase nas palavras ‘olhos’ e ‘dentes’ no Mentimeter. Manchas de pigmentação facial em diferentes localizações não interferiram na percepção estética. O rosto sem a presença de nevus foi considerado o mais atraente, e o sorriso, os dentes e os olhos foram as estruturas que mais chamaram a atenção dos leigos.

Palavras-chave: Rastreamento ocular; Atratividade estética facial; Manchas de pigmentação.

Resumen
La percepción de la piel facial es una de las características visibles más prominentes en las interacciones cotidianas y a menudo influye en la percepción de la belleza. Actualmente, no hay evidencias sobre cómo las manchas de pigmentación facial pueden influir en la percepción estética. Evaluar la percepción estética y la atracción de fotos sonrientes con la presencia de manchas de pigmentación facial en diferentes ubicaciones en el rostro. Métodos: Se utilizaron cuatro imágenes de la cara sonriente en el patrón frontal, estandarizadas y modificadas con la ayuda de Photoshop®: sin manchas de pigmentación, manchas debajo de la región perioral derecha, encima de la región perioral superior izquierda y en ambas regiones inferior derecha y superior izquierda de la cara. Se utilizaron el hardware Eye-tribe y el software Ogama para el seguimiento ocular, y se aplicó un cuestionario con dos preguntas: “Juzgando aspectos estéticos, ¿considera usted a esta persona atractiva y hermosa?” y “¿Qué fue lo que más le llamó la atención de esta imagen?” a observadores leigos con una nube de palabras escrita en Mentimeter. Los mapas de puntos mostraron que en todas las posiciones de las manchas de pigmentación, el ojo derecho y la sonrisa en el área de los incisivos centrales atrajeron más la atención de los legos. La sonrisa fue lo más citado, con énfasis en las palabras ‘ojos’ y ‘dientes’ en Mentimeter. Las manchas de pigmentación facial en diferentes ubicaciones no interferirieron en la percepción estética. El rostro sin la presencia de nevus fue considerado el más atractivo, y la sonrisa, los dientes y los ojos fueron las estructuras que más captaron la atención de los legos.

Palabras clave: Seguimiento ocular; Atractivo; Estética facial; Manchas de pigmentación.

1. Introduction

Skin well-being and esthetics significantly impact one's confidence and interpersonal relationships (Gupta & Gilchrest, 2005). As society increases the value of a younger appearance, facial appearance is important to many individuals: especially women (Coma et al., 2014).

The skin is important in regulating body temperature and provides immune protection. It contains sensory and autonomic nerves, as well as sensory receptors, which detect touch, vibration, pressure, temperature, pain, and itching stimuli, and due to its role in health, great care must be taken with it (Khavkin & Ellis, 2011).

The dysplastic nevus (Clark's nevus) (Clark et al., 1978) is described as the accumulation of dermal melanocytes, arising from melanoma cell families. Despite studies dealing with their histological and morphological analysis (Bierhoff, 2015a; Conway et al., 2011) the aesthetic impact of the nevus, here nominated pigmentation spot has not been explored.

Photographs are used to assess several variables in the face, such as smile aesthetics and facial symmetry (Jarosz et al., 2018). Photographs may be associated with eye-tracking technology to assess visual perception of facial and dental structures (Fudalej, 2008). Eye-tracking is a system used in dentistry which captures eye movements through a device that projects images for analysis (Yamamoto et al., 2017). Current research has focused on how we visually perceive facial and dental features (Bastos et al., 2022; Wong et al., 2018), as used in the evaluation of orthodontic treatment (Richards et al., 2015). The use of this technology can complement the assessment of the visual analogue scale (VAS), enabling analysis that addresses the psychosocial aspect of facial and dental aesthetics.

The perception of beauty and attractiveness are affected by biological, psychological, cultural and social factors (Maymone et al., 2019). Although aesthetic standards may change over time (Bashour, 2006), characteristics commonly
considered favorable to beauty and facial attractiveness generally include skin symmetry and homogeneity (Maymone et al., 2019): that is, uniform color and texture (Samson et al., 2010). In addition, the perception of age plays an important role in beauty and attractiveness, with a youthful appearance positively influencing the perception of facial attractiveness (Bashour, 2006).

The effect of the presence of pigmentation on the skin can be subjectively perceived by individuals, and is commonly seen as a potential problem for everyday interactions, where subtle social signals are often important (Hess et al., 2012). Despite this, there is no research addressing how irregular pigmentation can influence aesthetic perception. Therefore, the aim of this study was to evaluate the perception of aesthetics and attractiveness in photos of a young Caucasian female model, adopting a smiling face, with the presence of pigmentation spots across different regions of the face.

2. Methodology

The project was approved by the research ethics committee of the University (registration number: 3,729,413). All models and participants gave written consent via signature. The photos were taken with a Canon Rebel XTI camera (Canon, Tokyo, Japan) of a smiling face of a young Caucasian female model from a frontal view. The selected images were standardized and modified, adding a pigmentation spots on the face, by using the Photoshop® program (Adobe Systems Inc, San Jose, California), with the main tools being ‘dissolve’, ‘stamp’, and ‘rectangular sign’. These modifications are seen in Figure 1:

Figure 1 - Face with each different pigmentation spot position: A. Upper left perioral region. B. Right cheek and upper left. C. Underneath the right perioral region. D. Without.

Observers

The number of lay observers included in this study was based on previous studies (de Oliveira et al., 2019), and in the present study, constituted 53 females (58.24%) and 38 males (41.76%). The youngest observer was 18 and the oldest was 67, with a mean age of 25.51 years old across the group. Regarding skin tone as a proxy for ethnicity, 75 self-declared as white, 2 as yellow, 13 as black or brown and 1 self-declared as “other”. Regarding the level of education, 55 had accessed incomplete higher education and 36 had completed higher education.

Data Collection

To use the Ogama software, areas of interest (AOI) were added in: 1 – Eyes; 2 – Nose; 3 – Smile; 4 – Other regions of the face (Figure 2). 91 laypeople participated without any prior knowledge of what they were evaluating. This number of subjects
was based on previous studies (de Oliveira et al., 2019). Observers signed their consent and stated they both had good vision and did not take medication that could interfere with cognitive or motor skills. As a prerequisite for correct and reliable tracking to occur, the software was calibrated to a degree considered "perfect".

**Figure 2 - Areas of interest (AOI).**

For the data collection, the observers were instructed to sit comfortably in a chair between 60-90 centimeters from a 17-inch Dell P2317H monitor (Dell Inc. Round Rock, Texas) in an upright position, where the images were then projected vertically to maintain their actual size. The Eye Tribe hardware (The Tribe Aps, Copenhagen, Denmark) was positioned just below the monitor as per the manufacturer's recommendations. The 4 photos, each shown for 5 seconds, were projected individually to the observers.

**Questionnaire**

In the second stage of data collection, the observers were invited to answer 2 questions (Meira et al., 2021) about attractiveness. For these questions a visual analog scale was used in which 0 denoted least attraction and 10 denoted most attraction: 1. “Judging aesthetic aspects, do you consider this person attractive and beautiful?” 2. “Where does your attention go to in this image?” The answers were used to create word clouds on the Mentimeter online platform.

**Statistical Analysis**

For the statistical analysis, all the data were formatted in Microsoft Excel and analyzed in the Statistical Package for Social Sciences version 25 (SPSS; SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL) program. One-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was applied for the VAS score. Post-hoc testing was conducted to identify statistical differences; in the event of a homogeneous population, Tukey’s honestly significant difference was used, and in the event of a heterogeneous population, Games–Howell test was applied.
3. Results

30 laypeople replied to the questionnaires twice, with a 20-day interval in between, to perform the test and retest. The questionnaire showed a good level of internal consistency (Cronbach alfa 0.84).

Regarding VAS, no statistical difference was found (p = 0.130), (Figure 3), meaning for all images, the facial nevi were not an essential detail determining attractiveness. However, sexual dimorphism (p < 0.001) was recorded, in which the females (mean = 6.17) tended to score higher points than the males (mean = 4.96). Further, the educational background did not show differences for VAS between graduate and non-graduate participants (p > 0.05). (Figure 3).

![Figure 3 - VAS scores.](image)

In the analysis of the results, when assessing the dots maps (which showed where each point of the tracking was registered), it was observed that in all spots positions, the right eye and the smile in the area of the central incisors drew more attention from the observers, as characterized by the higher density of points (Figure 4).

![Figure 4 - Point maps: A. Upper left perioral region. B. Right cheek and upper left. C. Underneath the right perioral region. D. Without.](image)
In the analysis of Figure 3, it is possible to observe very similar scores for all images: the face with no pigmentation spots had higher scores, but with a small difference when compared to the other images. The question “Where does your attention go to in this image?” was asked when showing images: With the spot underneath the right perioral region. Without the spots. With the spot in the upper left perioral region. With spots in the right cheek and upper left regions.

The answers were then collected in the Mentimeter word cloud, in which the observers marked “the smile” as the most cited answer, with emphasis on the words ‘eyes’ and ‘teeth’. The word spot was mentioned, but only with limited frequency, proving not to be the central focus in the perception of attractiveness (Figure 5).

Figure 5 - Word clouds on the Mentimeter online platform. A. Upper left perioral region. B. Right cheek and upper left. C. Underneath the right perioral region. D. Without.

Source: Authors.

4. Discussion

The present study had the participation of 91 laypeople, with the objective of evaluating, via eye-tracking, how the presence of pigmentation spots in the perioral region may interfere with the perception of the attractiveness of the face as modeled in photographs of a female individual smiling.

The impact of pigmentation spots on social perception remains a topic of much discussion, but the results of this survey demonstrate that facial pigmentation spots are not perceived differently, or to have negative or unfavorable aesthetics, by lay observers.

Aesthetic appearance has been prioritized with increasing frequency in orthodontic treatment (de Oliveira et al., 2019) and in dentistry generally (Blatz et al., 2019). Pigmentation spots are more prevalent in the young population, between 30 and 40 years of age, and usually start at puberty (Arumi-Uria, 2008; Naeyaert & Brochez, 2003). The incidence may vary from 1.5% to 18%, which makes their appearance relatively common (Rezze et al., 2010).

These spots must be not evaluated solely for aesthetics purposes: the lesions can be indicators of an increased risk of melanoma or direct biological precursors of malignant melanomas (Bierhoff, 2015b). The aesthetic perception of pigmentation spots are also important, but they should primarily be investigated by a trained professional to help prevent malignant disease.

Many patients express the desire to remove the melanocytic nevus, especially those located on the face. Nevi over 5 millimeters in diameter are a major complaint of patients and, consequently, patients often desire their removal (Ozaki et al.,
This significance of size may be mirrored in the results of the present study, in which the observers did not notice aesthetic impairment, with the nevi being smaller than 5 millimeters in diameter.

During an interpersonal interaction, an individual’s focus is primarily on the other person's eyes and mouth, with little time spent looking at other facial features (Ioi et al., 2012), with a tendency to prefer the left direction over the right and clockwise (Karim et al., 2016). In the present study, a greater tendency to fix the gaze on the right eye of the image was observed, followed by the left eye and the smile region, and in the images with the pigmentation spots, the observers visualized mostly either in the upper left, lower right or in the presence of both.

Although the eyes are considered the region with the highest tendency for initial visualization in social contact (Ioi et al., 2012), the observers recorded the word “smile” as the most striking in the images evaluated without the presence of pigmentation spots. This may be explained in the way that the presence of pigmentation spots in the perioral region led observers to perceive that other facial features drew greater attention.

Regarding the gingival exposure in the smile morphology used in the present study, the normal amount of gingiva exposed in a vertical smile was considered, as the upward or straight curvature of the upper lip has a positive impact on the perception of the aesthetics of the smile (Valverde-Montalva et al., 2021).

While symmetry is considered an important prerequisite for an attractive face, many asymmetrical faces are still considered beautiful. This factor was considered in the present smiling face, although some studies have mirrored the right and left sides of the face, becoming perfectly symmetrical (Gasparello et al., 2022), to minimize bias of observation.

Facial cross-sectional studies with completely symmetrical composite faces do not allow consideration of small asymmetries such as a “beauty spot” or an asymmetrically slanted eye (Perrett et al., 1994). Springer et al. (Springer et al., 2007) analyzed how a single pigmentation spot can be considered a “beauty spot” and how asymmetrically slanted eyes can still be perceived as attractive and concluded that a unilateral facial pigmentation spot that can be considered a “beauty spot”, while a symmetrical facial pigmentation spot that can be considered a “beauty spot” in the same position receives worse ratings. The closer to the midline a unilateral pigmentation spot is, the less attractive it is considered.

When looking at an inanimate object, the contours and prominent ornaments are the preferred targets of the gaze (Mertens et al., 1993), suggesting that, for human faces the midline area plays a crucial role in judgments of attractiveness (Springer et al., 2007), and as observed in the present study.

In the present study, the face without the pigmentation spots was the most attractive, in agreement with Springer et al. (Springer et al., 2007). Even on the face with the presence of two pigmentation spots, the smile was the main focus, although the word “spot” was noticed by observers. A convex smile with an aligned teeth is often the point of focus for the laypeople observers.

While symmetrical faces are the most attractive, there are other characteristics that have not yet been objectively defined, such as skin texture (Penton-Voak et al., 2001), and in the present study, a natural face was used, without the mirroring of the right and left hemi-faces, keeping the asymmetries in the hair, cheeks and ears. Only the pigmentation spot positioning was added virtually by computer.

Teeth color and shape, tooth spacing or missing teeth, and prominent maxillary anterior teeth were the most common dentofacial features that contributed to self-harm as a result of bullying in Jordan (Al-Bitar et al., 2022), bringing into question how the results of these malocclusions might interact with the presence of pigmentation spots as evaluated in different cultures.

Adolescents are shown to place great importance on dental appearance (Phillips & Beal, 2009), and healthy, well-groomed teeth were important in appearance (Grzywacz, 2003), as an adolescent's self-perception of attractiveness level for the dentofacial region was an important factor which contributed to their self-esteem (Badran, 2010) Further, in the present study,
the presence of pigmentation spots was in the background, and one of the reasons may be the fact that teeth alignment in a smile consonant with high levels of attractiveness (Tanaka et al., 2022).

However, it may be that the presence of pigmentation spots in teeth with malocclusions such as diastema, missing teeth and altered coloration influence perceived attractiveness levels. In this case, lesions may need to be removed by clinicians, with biopsy use in doubtful cases (Guder & Guder, 2022).

This study's limitations include the possibility that participants might respond differently to images on a screen compared to real-life encounters at social events. This adds to the inherent subjectivity in judging attractiveness. However, despite this issue, the findings from eye-tracking are credible as they represent the perspective of an average layperson’s point of view.

The present study addressed an important issue for society, and for dentists, dermatologists, and plastic surgeons, among other professionals who work directly with the face and attractiveness, as it showed how the presence of pigmentation spots influences facial and smile attractiveness. However, regardless of where the spot is located, the main points observed and the focus of the observers' perception remain the same.

5. Conclusions

Pigmentation spots in different sites did not interfere with aesthetic perception. The smile without the presence of pigmentation spots was considered the most attractive, and the smile, teeth, and eyes were the structures that most caught the attention of the observers. A smile with aligned teeth is the point of focus for laypeople observers.
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